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Abstract—Bubble-seeded histotripsy (BSH) is a newly developed ultrasound-based mechanical fractionation technique using locally injected phase change nanodroplets (PCNDs) as sensitizers. The PCNDs are a kind of microbubble
precursor compressed into submicron-size in droplets form, which were designed for local administration and
will expand into microbubbles under ultrasound exposure. Previously, we reported that a combination of PCNDs
injection and pulsed high-intensity focused ultrasound (pHIFU) with an acoustic intensity as low as about 3 kW/cm2
at 1.1 MHz, which is similar to the acoustic intensity of currently available HIFU coagulation therapy, was enough
to induce tissue fractionation after significant antitumor effects in an in vivo study. Toward therapeutic application of BSH to deep-seated tissues such as the pancreas, the transluminal approach, using endoscopic ultrasound
was thought to be ideal. Therefore, for a preliminary examination, we developed a new transducer with a small
aperture (20- × 20-mm square) and long focal length (35 mm), operating at 2.1 MHz that could be attached to an
EUS-mimicking probe. With the newly developed transducer and locally injected PCNDs, predictable tissue mechanical fractionation was observed in both ex vivo and in vivo studies at acoustic intensities that were too low to
induce any significant bioeffects (around 4 kW/cm2) without using PCNDs. For in situ monitoring of the treatment site during a procedure, the degree of attenuation of microbubble motions after exposing the microbubbles
to pHIFU was monitored, using ultrafast echographic imaging. Microbubble movements were observed to be largest
at 25–30 s after pHIFU exposure. On the contrary, after 40 s, the movement of microbubbles decreased to the
same level as at the start of the procedure, suggesting that an overdose of pHIFU exposure causes coagulation
attributable to the thermal effect caused by absorption of the energy. Those results were promising for expanding the application of BSH for a transluminal approach, using a small transducer under real-time monitoring.
(E-mail: kenichi.kawabata.ap@hitachi.com) © 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of World
Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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ongoing, and research on other applications, such as
transcranial clot liquefaction (Zhang et al. 2015), prostate cancer and renal stones, are being carried out
intensively (Roberts 2014). Before the development of
histotripsy, ultrasound bioeffects used for therapeutic applications had mainly been thermal effects that raise the
targets’ temperatures enough to induce tissue coagulation (Hill and ter Haar 1995). Therapies using such thermal
effects are referred to as high-intensity focus ultrasound
(HIFU) therapies (Aus 2006), and now they are clinically available for both benign (Ebert et al. 1995; Hynynen
et al. 2001) and malignant diseases (Hill and ter Haar 1995;
Hou et al. 2009; Khokhlova and Hwang 2011).
Histotripsy has many potential advantages over HIFU
therapy as follows: (i) It is supposed to be less dependent

INTRODUCTION
Histotripsy (Hall et al. 2009; Lake et al. 2008; Roberts et al.
2006; Xu et al. 2004) has made the mechanical effects of
ultrasound a main part of research for therapeutic application and developed it into an ultrasonic minimally invasive
therapy system. Histotripsy is a controllable mechanical
tissue fractionation induced by repetitive short ultrasound pulses at extremely high intensities, which was
originally reported by a research group at the University
of Michigan (Xu et al. 2004). A clinical trial for the treatment of benign prostate hyperplasia (Roberts 2014) is now
Address correspondence to: Ken-ichi Kawabata, Research &
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on the vascularity of the tissues and more suitable to treat
sites adjacent to large vessels. Applying HIFU therapy to
such sites may result in insufficient therapeutic effects attributable to a mechanism referred to as the heat sink effect
(Jiang et al. 2013). (ii) The therapeutic process of histotripsy
can easily be monitored as the acoustic images change
during the procedure (Vlaisavljevich et al. 2013). In HIFU
therapy, it is difficult to monitor the temperature change
caused in conjunction with the change of acoustic parameters because acoustic parameters such as sound speed and
attenuation coefficient have different temperature dependencies (Ghoshal et al. 2011) and are difficult to measure
separately. (iii) Mechanical tissue fractionation induced by
histotripsy allows anticancer drugs to penetrate cancer cells,
while the thermal effects of HIFU cause tissue coagulation followed by fibrosis, which makes it difficult for
anticancer drugs to reach the cancer cells.
Although histotripsy has much potential as described earlier in this report, it needs a very high amplitude
and negative peak pressure of more than 20 MPa (Hall et al.
2009), which roughly corresponds to 40 kW/cm2 (Xu et al.
2013). Therefore, transducers with large aperture sizes are
necessary, which makes it difficult to apply histotripsy to
a lesion by an intercostal approach, and the treatment of
deep-seated regions is thought to be difficult because of
the attenuation of acoustic energy inside the body.
Therefore, considering the histotripsy characteristics discussed earlier in this report, we previously developed
a therapeutic system referred to as bubble-seeded histotripsy
(BSH) that combines pulsed ultrasound and a locally injected sensitizer to induce mechanical fractionation that
is similar to histotripsy with a reduced acoustic amplitude that is as low as that of HIFU therapy (several kW/cm2
intensity), utilizing conventional HIFU exposure systems.
For BSH, we use a special contrast agent as a sensitizer
that changes its phase from liquid to vapor (microbubbles),
referred to as phase change nanodroplets (PCNDs) (Asami
et al. 2010). Moreover, we aimed to develop a new system
for cancer treatment, using direct low-dose antitumor agent
administration (Ashida et al. 2015; Kawabata et al. 2013,
2014). No other studies on cancer treatments, using tissue
fractionation at such a low intensity with the aid of PCNDs
seem to have succeeded, although the effects of
nanodroplets on histotripsy have been investigated with
tissue-mimicking phantoms for drug delivery purposes
(Vlaisavljevich et al. 2015, 2016).
Regarding the transluminal approach, several studies
report on HIFU therapy using the endoscopic approach for
the liver or pancreas. Hwang’s group successfully ablated
porcine liver and pancreatic tissues with an endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided HIFU system (Li et al. 2015).
However, histotripsy-like mechanical effects does not seem
to occur in their situation. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
develop therapeutic systems for the transluminal
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Fig. 1. Conceptual difference in transducer shape for histotripsy for
transluminal approach and other conventional transducers.

approach, utilizing mechanical effects, given the advantages
of the mechanical effects as described earlier in this report.
In this report, based on the previous successful feasibility test of BSH, we further discuss the feasibility of
BSH being applied in the transluminal approach. A
transluminal approach would be suitable for treating deepseated tissues such as the pancreas, but it is challenging
to develop a system because a small aperture and long focal
length is essential, and the system needs to be very small.
The conceptual differences between transducers for conventional and transluminal approaches are presented in
Figure 1. In addition to showing a transducer for conventional extracorporeal approach, Figure 1 describes a
transducer for micro histotripsy (Woodacre et al. 2016),
which aims to treat very small surface regions.
We also developed a real-time BSH monitoring
method during the treatment. Previously we used the strain
ratio to evaluate the stiffness of the tissue after the procedure. However, it is difficult to monitor the strain ratio
in real time because it cannot be measured during the
pHIFU exposure. Therefore, in this study, we utilized realtime movement evaluation of microbubbles derived from
PCNDs, using ultrafast imaging during the procedure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals
Perfluoro-n-pentane (PFP), perfluoro-n-hexane (PFH)
and chloroform were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries (Osaka, Japan) and used without further
purification. Dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC),
dipalmitoyl-phosphatidic acid (DPPA) and PEGylated
dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (PEG-DPPE) were
purchased from NOF Corporation (Tokyo, Japan).
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PCND preparation
PCNDs were prepared as described previously (Asami
et al. 2010) with minor modifications in composition as
follows. DPPC, DPPA and PEG-DPPE were mixed at a
molar ratio of 8:1:1, and phospholipids were added to adjust
the total concentration of 8 mM The mixture was then combined with 4.5% (v/v) of PFP and PFH. A laser-diffraction
particle-size analyzer (Beckman Coulter LS13320,
Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA, USA) was used to
measure the particle-size distribution of the PCNDs suspensions. The final concentration of perfluorocarbon was
measured with a gas chromatograph (Hitachi HighTechnologies G-6000, Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The
concentration of PFP and PFH (4.5%) is used as the original concentration of PCNDs in this study.
Experimental setup
The experimental setup for ultrasound exposure used
in this study is presented schematically in Figure 2. All
the experiments were performed in a poly (methyl
2-methylpropenoate) tank (inner bottom: 400 × 300 mm2,
height: 200 mm) filled with continuously degassed water
kept at 37 ± 1 °C. The samples were either fresh chicken
breast tissues or CDF1 mice with subcutaneously inoculated colon 26 tumor tissues. The oxygen concentration
of the water was verified before each series of experiments and confirmed to be less than 2.0 g/m3. A 2.1MHz focused transducer (with an aperture of 20- × 20mm square and a 35-mm focal length) was used as the
source of ultrasound (Fig. 3). The transducer consists of
an air-backed piezoelectrically active lead zirconate titanate (PZT) element (Fuji Ceramics, Shizuoka, Japan)
and an aluminum housing. A Wavetek 195 arbitrary
wave generator and an E&I 2100 L RF amplifier were used
to generate ultrasound waves. In the experiments,
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HIFU transducer Monitoring probe
(2.1 MHz)
(6.5 MHz)

20 20 mm

Fig. 3. Outlook of ultrasound transducer in this study.

echographic monitoring was performed with an EUPF331 micro-convex diagnostic ultrasound probe (center
frequency = 6.5 MHz, Radius = 10 mm, Hitachi Ltd.),
which was aligned adjacent to the previously described
transducer coaxially facing at the focal point of the transducer. As shown in Figure 2, the probe and the transducer
are facing each other with an angle of 24°. The probe was
connected to a Vantage 256 system (Verasonics, Kirkland, WA, USA), which was used for the monitoring. On
monitoring, the pulse transmission and reception were synchronized with the transducer firing. Upon the firing, a
triggering signal is sent to the scanner and transmitting
and following receiving pulses were performed.
Acoustic-pressure measurement
The acoustic pressure distribution of the ultrasound transmitted by the transducer at the focus was measured with a
calibrated hydrophone (Onda HGL-0085, Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) in degassed water by scanning
the hydrophone in depth and lateral directions with a pitch
of 0.1 mm at an acoustic power of 5.5 W. The measured
pressure distributions are presented in Figure 4. From the
pressure distribution, the −6 dB focal acoustic intensity was
calculated and used in this study by assuming that the
acoustic intensity is a quadratic function of the input voltage
applied toward the transducer within the range in this study.
Total acoustic power measurement
The total acoustic power of the transducer was estimated by measuring the radiation force. The details of the
measurement are described elsewhere (Umemura et al.
1996). Briefly, we used a modified steel-ball method that
involves using an air-filled aluminum plate instead of a
steel ball to receive the radiation force.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup in this study.

Echographic monitoring
With the Vantage 256 system, two types of monitoring were performed at 6.5 MHz with an EUP-F331 probe
attached to the transducer for inducing fractionation. (i)
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Fig. 5. Pulsed ultrasound exposure regime in this study.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of ultrasound pressure amplitude at focus of
transducer: (a) lateral direction and (b) longitudinal direction.

For positioning monitoring, we used conventional scanlines
with focused beams at a frame rate of 30 Hz. (ii) For treatment process monitoring, we used diverging-wave imaging,
utilizing a single plane-wave imaging mode at a frame rate
of 6,250 Hz. In both cases, the applied voltage was 50 V.
For the latter case, the obtained raw echo-intensity data
were utilized for further analysis offline. The pulse transmission and reception with the probe were performed
synchronizing with the pulse exposure with the transducer in a different manner. In the positioning monitoring, the
pulse transmission is performed 0.01 s after each.
Ultrasound-exposure sequence
A pulsed regime was used for the ultrasound exposure sequence, as shown in Figure 5. Three parameters—
pulse duration, pulse interval and acoustic intensity—
were investigated. For the monitoring of the treatment
process, echographic images were taken at 160 µs intervals and were synchronized to the pulsed ultrasound for
the treatment, as shown in Figure 6.

Ex vivo experiments
Freshly prepared chicken breast tissues purchased on
the day of experiments were used for the ex vivo experiments. Tissues were cut into blocks of about 10 × 10 × 3 cm.
After being packed into a 0.03-cm-thick polyethylene bag
with degassed saline, the sample was submerged into a degassed water tank to be set in front of the transducer as
shown in Figure 2. One of the smallest planes of the sample
was placed to face the transducer. A 1.0-mL PCNDs aliquot
was injected into the tissue with a 24-gauge syringe while
the tissue was echographically monitored. The focus of
the transducer was set to the injection site. After pulsed
ultrasound exposure, the sample was immediately cut and
the lesions were determined. The research protocol on the
animal experiments were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Research
& Development Group, Hitachi, Ltd. On the experiments, all institutional and national guidelines for the care
and use of laboratory animals were followed.
In vivo experiments
CDF1 mice with subcutaneously implanted colon 26
tumor tissues were used for the in vivo experiments. The
colon 26 tumor cells originated from those obtained from
the Cell Resource Center for Biomedical Research, Tohoku
University, Sendai, Japan, were passaged through subcutaneous implantation in mice. Male CDF1 mice (5 wk of
age) were purchased from Charles River Japan (Tokyo,
Japan). The mice were anesthetized and the hair around
the tumor tissues was shaved with a razor. After having
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been shaved, the mice were fixed to a plastic-made clamp
with an acoustic window for the ultrasound exposure. After
the mice were put into the water tank, a 1.0-mL PCNDs
aliquot was injected into the tumor tissue with a 24gauge syringe while the tissue was echographically
monitored. The focus of the transducer was set to the injection site. The concentration of PCNDs used was 1/10
of that of the stock solution prepared, which corresponds to 0.45% (v/v) of the perfluorocarbon concentration.
Immediately after the pulsed ultrasound exposure, the mice
were sacrificed while anesthetized, and the tumor tissues
were sampled.
Fractionation volume measurement
In this study, fractionation volumes generated by the
treatment were measured as follows: First, immediately
after treatment, tissue samples were cut to expose the site
at the focal plane in the longitudinal direction. Then, the
tissues at the focus were removed very gently by spatula,
and the long and short diameters were measured, using
calipers assuming that the lesion is a spheroid. Finally, the
lesion volume was calculated with eqn (1), where V is the
fractionation volume, A is the diameter at the long axis
and B is the long axis.

V=

4 2
AB
3

(1)

Correlation coefficient calculation
In this study, the bubble movement after an ultrasound pulse was applied for monitoring. The 2-D
correlation coefficient, a value that is generally used to represent the degree of correlation between images, was
calculated between two temporally adjacent echographic
images obtained by treatment process monitoring.
The definition of the 2-D correlation coefficient R is
shown in eqn (2). In the equation, A and B are the pixel
data of echographic images at a certain time and pixel data
of echographic images successively obtained, respectively. The x and y denote coordinates in the horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. The A and B are the mean
values of A and B.
The calculations were performed within the ROI set
in the 12- × 12-mm area centered on the predetermined
focal point of the ultrasound pulse.
Not conventional log-compressed data, but raw echo
signal intensity data were used for the calculation.

R=

∑

x_max
x = x_min

∑
∑

x_max
x = x_min

∑

y_max
y = y_min
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Fractionation index
In this study, an index was used to determine how
advanced the tissue fractionation is, which is based on correlation coefficient r, which is obtained as described earlier
in this report. Fraction index I was calculated with eqn (3),
where F0 and F1 are the first and last frame for the calculation, α is a scaling factor, Δt is time between frames
and R(f) is the correlation coefficient calculated between
frame number f and f+1. The Δt is included in the equation to obtain an independent I value for calculation with
a different frame rate. In this study, F0 and F1 were set
to 10 (1.2 ms after pulse exposure is stopped) and 30
(4.5 ms after pulse exposure is stopped), and α was set
to 106 to set I value reasonably high to handle with ease.
F1

I = α ∑ Δt (1 − R ( f ))

RESULTS
Ex vivo experiments with chicken breast tissues
To study the feasibility of BSH with a small prototype transducer, experiments were performed using chicken
breast tissues. The ultrasound intensity investigated in this
study was in the range of conventional HIFU coagulation therapy; thus, the pulsed ultrasound we used in this
study is described as pHIFU hereinafter.
Figure 7 shows a typical echographic change of
chicken breast tissues during pHIFU exposure after local
PCNDs injection. The acoustic parameters described in
Figure 6 are as follows: Pulse duration = 140 µs, pulse interval = 5 ms and acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2.
During pHIFU exposure, besides bright three lines
that correspond to exposed pHIFU, a brightness change
appears at the focus area of the pHIFU transducer. No such
brightness change at the focus was observed in the absence
of PCNDs injection alone as previously reported (Ashida
et al. 2015).
The change of the gross appearance of the tissue
sample after 30-s pHIFU exposure is presented in Figure 8.
The middle of the tissue where the ultrasonic wave was
focused turned white and was discolored, as presented in
Figure 8 (upper). However, this lesion was easily removed
with a spatula, as presented in Figure 8 (lower), suggesting BSH was generated successfully even with the small
transducer. Figure 9 presents the gross appearance of the
tissue sample after pHIFU exposure in the same acoustic

( A ( x, y ) − A ) ( B ( x, y ) − B )

( A ( x, y ) − A )2 ) (∑ x = x_min ∑ y = y_min ( B ( x, y ) − B )2 )
y = y_min
y_max

(3)

f =F 0

x_max

y_max

(2)
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(a) Before tissue removal

pHIFU

(b) After tissue removal

10 mm

Fig. 8. Typical gross image of chicken breast tissues after exposure to pulsed ultrasound in presence of PCNDs. (a) Before and (b)
after removing tissues at lesion with spatula. PCNDs = phase change
nanodroplets.
Fig. 7. Typical echographic change induced in chicken breast tissue
exposed to pulsed ultrasound. (a) Before and (b) during exposure.

conditions as Figure 8 but replacing PCNDs with saline.
No significant gross change was observed. Thus, it is
obvious that the non-coagulated mechanical fractionation is formed by the combination of PCNDs and pHIFU.
Mechanical fractionation with various acoustic
parameters
The degree of tissue fractionation with various acoustic parameters was investigated. Figure 10 shows the change
of fractionation volume with various PCND concentrations. The acoustic parameters are as follows: acoustic
intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2, pulse duration = 140 µs and pulse
interval = 5 ms. The mean value from four independent experiments and standard deviations are plotted. In the
concentration range investigated (dilution rate of 1/10, 1/30
and 1/100 and concentration of PCNDs = 0.45, 0.15 and
0.045, respectively), the larger fractionation volume was
obtained as the concentration was increased. From these
results, the highest concentration (dilution rate of 1/10 and
concentration of PCNDs = 0.45%) was used in both the
ex vivo and in vivo experiments.
Figure 11 presents the degree of fractionation volume
generated by pHIFU exposure with various acoustic intensities of pHIFU. The acoustic parameters are as follows:

Pulse duration = 140 µs and pulse interval = 5 ms. The fractionation volume was measured as described in the
Materials and Method section of this report. The mean value
from four independent experiments and standard deviations are plotted. There is a threshold at around 4 kW/cm2,
and the fractionation volume seems to reach a plateau at
4.7 kW/cm2 in this study. In Figure 11, the results with
the injection of saline instead of PCNDs are also plotted

Fig. 9. Typical gross image of chicken breast tissues after exposure to pulsed ultrasound in presence of saline.
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Fig. 10. Dependence of fractionation volume on PCNDs concentration. Pulse duration = 140 µs, pulse interval = 5 ms, exposure
time = 30 s, acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2. PCNDs = phase change
nanodroplets.

(open circle). In this study, no significant biological changes
were observed without using PCNDs.
Figure 12 presents the degree of fractionation volume
generated by pHIFU exposure with various exposure times.
The acoustic parameters are as follows: acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm 2 , pulse duration = 140 µs and pulse
interval = 5 ms. The mean value from four independent experiments and standard deviations are plotted. There is a
threshold at around 20 s, and lesion generation was induced
when the exposure time was longer than this threshold.
The maximum fractionation volume was observed at around

Fig. 11. Dependence of fractionation volume on acoustic intensity. Pulse duration = 140 µs, pulse interval = 5 ms, exposure
time = 30 s. Solid circle: With PCND injection, Open circle: With
saline injection. PCND = phase change nanodroplet.
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Fig. 12. Dependence of fractionation volume on exposure time.
Acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2, pulse duration = 140 µs, pulse
interval = 5 ms.

30 s. Of interest, even with a longer exposure time than
30 s, the fractionation volume did not increase.
Figure 13 presents the degree of fractionation volume
generated by pHIFU exposure with various sets of acoustic parameters while using the same acoustic intensity of
4.7 kW/cm2. The mean values from four independent experiments and standard deviations are plotted. To emphasize
that biological effects discussed in this experiment are not
thermal coagulative, temporal mean power, not intensity,
is shown. As presented in Figure 13, no significant lesion
generation was observed when using a set of acoustic parameters such as pulse duration = 70 µs, pulse
interval = 5 ms and mean temporal power = 1.05 W.
However, in other cases, with various combinations of pulse
duration (70–280 µs) and pulse interval (2.5–10 ms) but
with the same temporal mean power of 2.1 W, mechanical fractionation was successfully generated, and the degrees
of fractionation volume were similar. From these obtained results, we believe the creation of mechanical tissue
fractionation depended on the acoustic power, not the pulse
duration or pulse interval itself.
In vivo experiments with murine tumor tissues
To further evaluate the feasibility of BSH with a small
prototype transducer, using a set of parameters that was
determined in the previous ex vivo study, experiments were
performed using murine tumor tissue as an in vivo study.
Figure 14 presents a typical optical change of colon
26 tumor tissues induced by pHIFU exposure with locally
injected PCNDs. The acoustic parameters are as follows:
pulse duration = 140 µs, pulse interval = 5 ms, exposure
time = 30 s, and acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2. During
pHIFU exposure, a brightness change appeared at the focus
point of pHIFU that was similar to the echographic change,
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Fig. 13. Dependence of fractionation volume on pulse duration and temporal mean power. Acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2,
exposure time = 30 s.

as presented in Figure 7. The gross change after the procedure is presented in Figure 14 (upper). The treated area
was easily removed by spatula, as presented in Figure 14
(lower).

(a) Before tissue removal

pHIFU

(b) After tissue removal

10 mm
Fig. 14. Typical gross image of tumor tissues after exposure to pulsed
ultrasound in presence of PCNDs. (a) Before and (b) after removing tissues at lesion with spatula. PCNDs = phase change nanodroplets.

We also investigate the change of colon 26 tumor
tissues with the same acoustic conditions as in Figure 14
but using various exposure times. With an exposure time
of 20 s, no significant fractionation (0 cases in 4 experiments) was observed but when the exposure time was either
30 s or 45 s, significant fractionation was observed (4 cases
in 4 experiments). However, the longer exposure time of
60 s induced tissue changes that could not be removed by
spatula (2 cases in 4 experiments), suggesting the generation of tissue coagulation. Therefore, it was suggested that
tissue fractionation begins after the 20-s exposure, but
thermal denaturation occurs in reverse when the irradiating time becomes too long, such as 60 s. A typical tissue
section is presented in Figure 15 after exposures of 20,
45 and 60 s. Fractionated areas in tissue with the 45-s exposure were easily removed by spatula.
Based on the obtained results and previously reported results, we further investigated the possibility of
enlarging the fractionation volume by shifting the exposure point of pHIFU with a single PCNDs injection. For
this study, the PCNDs injection was performed at the first
focus position only. The focus point of pHIFU was shifted
5 times with a pitch of 2 mm after a 30-s exposure at each
position. The interval between ultrasound exposure from
a site to another was 1 s. The focus shift was performed
from the bottom to the top of the tumor. In Figure 16, a
typical gross tissue change after pHIFU exposure is presented. As presented in Figure 16, the fractionated tissue
was easily removed with a spatula. The results obtained
clearly suggest that the lesion where BSH was generated
was enlarged by the focus shift of pHIFU, although PCNDs
were injected at only one point.
Real-time monitoring of BSH with mice tumor tissues
Regarding real-time monitoring of BSH, observation of the movement of microbubbles from PCNDs was
thought to be the best way. Regarding evaluation of the
movement of the microbubbles, the correlation coefficient
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Top

pHIFU

Bottom

10 mm

Fig. 16. Typical gross image of tumor tissues after 5 exposures to
pulsed ultrasound in presence of PCNDs for 30 s. Each 30-s exposure were performed with shifting the focus at a pitch of 2 mm
from bottom to top. PCNDs = phase change nanodroplets.

per second are exposed, respectively. Figure 17a presents the temporal change of R and Figure 17b presents a
part of Figure 17a. In Figure 17a, in any of these cases,
correlation coefficient R rapidly decreases by the pHIFU
exposure and gradually comes back to the original value
after pHIFU is stopped. In Figure 17b, it can be seen that
in any of cases, R reaches a plateau at around 4.5 ms.
However, during time between about 1.5–4 ms, R differs
(a) Temporal change of R

1
0.9
0.8

pHIFU
exposure

0.7

Fig. 15. Typical gross image of tumor tissues after exposure to pulsed
ultrasound in presence of PCNDs with different exposure time. (a)
20 s, (b) 45 s (after removing tissues at lesion with spatula) and (3)
60 s. PCNDs = phase change nanodroplets.

and fractionation index were used for measurement in this
study.
Figure 17 shows the temporal changes of correlation coefficient R that were calculated as described in the
Materials and Method section of this report during and after
a pulse of HIFU was exposed. Three lines are plotted to
indicate the temporal changes of R at 2, 30 and 45 s after
the start of exposure of pulses. In this series of experiments, 200 pulses were shot to tissues. Thus, 2, 30 and
45 s after the start of exposure, 400, 6000 and 9000 pulses
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Fig. 17. Correlation coefficient R as a function of time after ultrasound pulse is stopped. Data at exposure time of 2 s (dashed line),
30 s (solid line), 45 s (dotted line) are plotted. Pulse duration = 140
µs, pulse interval = 5 ms, acoustic intensity = 4.7 kW/cm2. (a) Temporal change of R and (b) enlarged plot of (a).
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Fig. 18. Fractionation index as a function of exposure time. Pulse
duration = 140 µs, pulse interval = 5 ms, acoustic intensity = 4.7
kW/cm2. Exposure time = 50 s.

depending on the time after the start of exposure. Values
of R are the lowest at 30 s followed by 45 s and 2 s, suggesting microbubble movements occurred most often at
30 s after pHIFU exposure started.
Figure 18 presents the fractionation index, as defined
in the Materials and Method section of this report, for
various exposure times. The mean value from 4 independent experiments and standard deviations are plotted. After
exposure begins, the index starts rising at 20 s, reaches a
plateau at about 25 s and then goes down again at around
40 s. These results indicate that the movement of the
microbubbles will decrease if the irradiation continues for
too long.
DISCUSSION
This study is a preliminary feasibility test for cancer
treatment using BSH and specifically targeting deepseated tissues such as the pancreas by the transluminal
approach. Previous studies suggested that tissue fractionation and further tumor treatment was practicable by using
a combination of HIFU range ultrasound intensities, locally
injected PCNDs, microbubble precursors as the sensitizers and murine tumor tissues in vivo (Ashida et al. 2015;
Kawabata et al. 2013, 2014).
In our previous in vivo study with tumor-bearing mice,
it was found that the mechanical effects were induced with
locally injected PCNDs by using 1.1-MHz ultrasound pulses
at an intensity of several kW/cm2, although no significant biological events were observed without PCNDs.
Those mechanical effects uniformly induced cell death in
the treated areas and were effective in suppressing tumor
growth (Ashida et al. 2015; Kawabata et al. 2013, 2014).
Moreover, the presence of a low dose of Adriamycin, an
anti-tumor agent, resulted in complete tumor disappearance. However, no significant reduction in tumor size was
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found when pulsed ultrasound, PCNDs and Adriamycin
were applied separately. Regarding monitoring for treatment effects, the lesion made by BSH can be visualized
as a soft tissue by using ultrasonic strain imaging.
Encouraged by those results, we also began to investigate whether tissue fractionation is practicable with
a transluminal approach by using a transducer with small
apertures and a long focal length assuming the EUS approach (Fig. 3).
The transducer and setup for the experiments were
designed as described in a previous study on the endoscopic approach of HIFU therapy on porcine liver and
pancreas by Li et al. (2015). Our ex vivo experiments were
performed with the same focal length as Li et al. (2015),
and most of the acoustic path was filled with breast tissue.
Thus, the tissue fractionation induced in this study is expected to occur in our future planning of endoscopic
experiments with swine liver or pancreas if the intensity
threshold for tissue fractionation does not change significantly from tissue to tissue. In this study, it was shown
that murine tumor tissues and swine breast tissues could
be fractionated with the same acoustic conditions. Also,
according to an ex vivo porcine study, the threshold for
histotripsy, the pressure threshold for fractionation of liver
tissue and muscle was about the same (Vlaisavljevich et al.
2011). Therefore, we hope we can perform tissue fractionation with BSH in swine experiments. Basic researches
such as the dependence of BSH effects on stiffness of
tissue-mimicking phantom should be performed before
those animal investigations.
Regarding the fractionation generation, the results obtained in this study were basically consistent with our
previous studies. Previous studies were performed with a
transducer with an aperture and focal length of 58 mm and
frequency of 1.1. MHz, while the current studies use an
aperture of 20- × 20-mm square and 35-mm focal distance at 2.1 MHz. In this study, about 4 kW/cm2 acoustic
intensities were the threshold to induce BSH, using the
current small prototype transducer with a pulse duration
of about 150 µs. The values of the acoustic intensities and
pulse duration were similar to the value in previous results
(3 kW/cm2 and 100 µs), using an extracorporeal transducer. These acoustic intensities are an order of magnitude
lower (Xu et al. 2013) than those of conventional histotripsy.
In contrast, the required pulse duration was about an order
of magnitude higher than conventional histotripsy. Generally, generating pulses at a longer duration is easier in
an HIFU coagulation treatment system. Thus, these results
suggest that BSH-based cancer treatment is practical with
minor modifications of the current HIFU system and could
be performed in both extracorporeal or transluminal
approaches.
In in vivo experiments, promising results were also
obtained, using the current small transducer. As presented
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Fig. 19. Proposed tissue fraction mechanism in bubble-seeded
histotripsy.

in Figure 14, fractionation was induced in murine tumor
tissues, using the same acoustic conditions as in ex vivo
experiments. Moreover, as presented in Figure 16, it was
possible to enlarge the fractionated zone by shifting the
focus position of the transducer, which was similar to that
of our previous results (Ashida et al. 2015). The fact that
it is unnecessary to carry out multiple PCNDs injections
is the most advantageous point of BSH.
The mechanism of the phenomenon involved in BSH
was speculated as presented in Figure 19 (Ashida et al.
2015). The bubble wall is first generated from PCNDs at
the focused area of the ultrasound-creating tissue fractionation, and then this wall advances toward the transducer
side because the ultrasound energy reflected by the bubble
wall induces the next fractionation on the side of the transducer. After that, it is also suggested that locally injected
PCNDs could travel into the fractionated area (Kawabata
et al. 2014); thus, the lesion can be enlarged by shifting
the ultrasound focus. According to our previous in vitro
results, such a phenomenon should be discussed separately from so-called bubble shielding effect (Zderic et al.
2008). The bubble shielding discussed here is the prevention of HIFU damage at the post-focal region induced by
bubbles generated at the focal region through HIFU exposures. With the shielding, HIFU damages at pre-focal
regions are widened toward the HIFU transducer as a function of time along the HIFU beam path and HIFU damages
are induced widely within or without the focal region of
HIFU. Thus, it is very difficult to control the size of lesion
with the bubble shielding. However, the bubble-advancing
phenomenon discussed in this study is the forming and
widening of bubble-rich regions toward the transducer. It
was found that such a phenomenon is induced only within
the focal region (Kawabata et al. 2014) and will not be
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extended beyond the focal region, thus it is a very controllable effect.
Moreover, our results in this study showed the creation of mechanical effects and the coagulation effect were
controllable at the fractionated area, which is very crucial
for our purpose. The concern before the investigation was
that other than a cavitation sensitizer (Kawabata et al. 2011a,
2011b), PCNDs are excellent sensitizers for HIFU thermal
therapy as well (Kawabata et al. 2011a, 2011b), and the
frequency was increased from 1.1 to 2.1 MHz to make a
small transducer, which increases the tissue absorption of
ultrasonic energy causing thermal effects. However, under
certain circumstances, it was possible to create only mechanical fractionation, although further studies are needed
to investigate the combined advantage of thermal coagulation and tissue fractionation. Additionally, the involvedness
of the process similar to boiling histotripsy, a type of mechanical tissue fractionation initiated by boiling of tissues
with absorbed acoustic energy (Khokhlova et al. 2011),
is not likely to be significant. The tissue fractionation in
this study was performed within tissues where PCNDs had
been injected. In such a condition, to induce the boiling,
extra energy is to be supplied to compensate the energy
absorbed by PCNDs other than the energy for tissue boiling.
The pulse duration needed for tissue boiling in conventional boiling histotripsy is considered to be more than a
millisecond order. However, the duration used in this study
is an order of shorter than the threshold. Thus, we speculate that tissue boiling does not play a major role in this
study. Moreover, according to an ex vivo study (Khokhlova
et al. 2017), boiling histotripsy is induced independent of
the total HIFU on time. As presented in Figure 13, a clear
dependence on total HIFU on time was observed with BSH.
In the case of pulse duration of 70 µs, the change of pulse
interval from 2.5 to 5 ms, which halved the total HIFU
on time, resulted in the decrease of fractionation volume.
In this study, significant progress was made regarding in situ real-time monitoring of the fractionation process.
In general, coagulation and fractionation make tissues stiff
and soft, respectively. Therefore, acoustic measurements
on stiffness are considered to be effective in judging the
therapeutic effect. In histotripsy, there are several reports
of acoustic monitoring of the process of fractionation, such
as brightness change in echography (Vlaisavljevich et al.
2013), changes in Doppler signals (Miller et al. 2012) and
changes in shear wave elastography (Wang et al. 2014).
Among them, the last method is most directly related to
the stiffness change.
In BSH, we previously reported that tissue stiffness
measured by strain imaging can clearly show the fractionated area in murine tumor after the procedure (Ashida
et al. 2015). However, it was not easy to monitor the fractionation process in a real-time setting, especially in the
presence of locally injected PCNDs because they stay at
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a high concentration, causing echogenic change by producing microbubbles under ultrasound exposure.
In this study, therefore, we tried to assess the degree
of attenuation of the microbubble movements that can be
seen immediately after the pulsed ultrasound was turned
off. In our previous study, it was found that the movements of microbubbles generated from PCNDs were less
attenuated when the surrounding media were softer (Asami
et al. 2010). Thus, it was predicted that the movement of
the microbubbles would be less attenuated if the surrounding tissues become softer because of mechanical
fractionation. As described in the Materials and Method
of this report, we monitored the bubble motion by using
ultrafast imaging at a frame rate of 6,250 Hz.
To measure the degree of bubble movement, the correlation coefficient of successive frames was used in this
study. By measuring the variations of the whole position
of microbubbles, using ultrafast imaging, the correlation
coefficient can be calculated and then plotted as presented in Figure 17. Although it is difficult to measure the
movement of individual bubbles, this method does not
require high computing costs; thus, it is advantageous for
developing a real-time monitoring method. We also developed an index, which is a simple one that uses temporal
summation of the correlation coefficient so that processing will be easier, to show the degree of fractionation
quantitatively, using a correlation coefficient.
As presented in Figure 17, the correlation coefficient of successive frames shows the lowest at 30 s
after pHIFU exposure began, suggesting that microbubble
movement is the most intense at 30 s, which matches
the fact that tissue fractionation occurs most efficiently
at 30 s.
Moreover, as presented in Figure 18, the movements of microbubbles began at around 15 s and reached
the peak at around 25 s. Then, the movement showed the
same level for a while but decreased after 40 s. These results
suggested that the longer exposure of pHIFU will cause
coagulation even in the same area where the fractionation was first generated. These results are consistent with
the results of the in vivo study using colon 26 tumor tissues
that showed tissue denaturation after pHIFU exposure of
60 s, as presented in Figure 15.
These results suggest two things: (i) the process of
fractionation generation by BSH can be monitored by
bubble movement and (ii) decrease of the movement index
after reaching a plateau can be utilized as a sign, showing
that the tissue is exposed enough for BSH.
With these findings, we believe that the preliminary
feasibility test using a small prototype transducer for the
transluminal approach showed promising results. It is necessary to create a more practical experiment setup to study
the clinical usefulness of BSH including the combined treatment of BSH and local injection of anti-cancer drugs.
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Although designing and fabricating a prototype transducer for practical experiments could be the most significant
issue, local injection could also be an issue for the development of BSH. Local injection of drugs to tumor tissues
through endoscopy is an established procedure and is performed clinically (Shirley et al. 2013). However, for BSH,
the amount of PCNDs or concentration of PCNDs is not
fully understood for clinical application. Moreover, the
effects of anti-cancer drug administration need to be investigated for future cancer treatment.
Tissue coagulation attributed to thermal effects of
pHIFU might happen during the BSH when the pHIFU
exposure lasts too long. However, it is possible to monitor
and control the effects of both the thermal effects and mechanical effects during BSH by using an in-site monitoring
method as described earlier in this report. Instead, it might
be very useful to have both effects in one therapeutic setting
as far as it is controllable because both thermal and mechanical effects have their own advantages and
disadvantages, and we can use both effects under the
various conditions suited to each effect by changing the
pulse exposure parameters (Yoshizawa et al. 2016);
however, further study on this is needed.
CONCLUSION
For developing a novel tumor treatment that utilizes ultrasonic mechanical effects and a locally injected
sensitizer, a feasibility study was performed both ex vivo
and in vivo. It was found that the transluminal approach
is practicable with a small transducer by using a pHIFU
of 2 MHz and an acoustic intensity of around 4–5 kW/cm2.
It was also found that the fractionation index, using
microbubble movement, was useful to monitor the realtime therapeutic process acoustically. These findings are
promising for our new treatment method, BSH, to apply
for deep-seated tissues.
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